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LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
‘The Principal Minars of a Matroid 
c.ammunicated by Alan 3‘. Hoffman 
Kishi and Kajit.ani introduced t;he concepts of the pri?zcipal pnrtitimt of a graph 
and ~?#ux~~~Z~~ distunt forest pairs. These concepts lead to the dcterminntion of the 
t~~~~~~~~~~~ ($VRPQES of f~~~~#~ of it grigph or, equivalently, the v~~~~~~vv~l~vv~ ~~.~~~~~ ralrk 
of a graph, where the minimum hybrid rank is equal to the minimum numbc!r of 
equations necdcd to s&c the network represented by the griiph. Rcccntly I ri 
provided a fink between linear algebra and conlbinatoria~ ulatll~~rnatic~ ?jy giving 
csscntially anaJogot:s results far matrices, where he defines a ~F~i~~~~~~~~~#~ &YIN rank 
of a matrix. One of the results of this paper generalizes the work of Jiishi arttl Jiajitani 
a,nrl of Iri. We define and develop the matroid concepts of the r-pyilxificzi U~~N)YS, 
the ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~ st t hscs, and the v-tltinovs of a mairoici, I’hc principa1 partition 
of a matroid is obtained for F = 2. Further unique decompositions of a matroirf 
:trC: given for I > 2. ‘Thus a new important set of invariants of a matroitl, a graph, 
;tflO a matrix trecorner available. 
J~fficient ~~~~rithrns are given for the ~en~r~ti~n of the ~-nl~~~in~~lly ist~~r~~ 
bx;cs and al? the principal minors. 
In Kisili and Kajitani’s paper it was proved that the edges of anv 
linear graph C; can be decomposed uniquely into a partition containink 
t laree blocks ; these blocks form the principal partition of (I;‘. This result 
has important applications in lincai- algebra. In its application to network 
theory, for example, it leads to the determination of the wmber of t~fdog- 
&-al degyees of freedom [Ei] of a graph or, equivalently, the wh&mcwz hybrid 
rmtk of a graph. Since the wti~timmt hybrid ranlz is equal to the minimum 
number of equations needed to solve the network represented by the 
graph, and since this number is shown to be less than or equal to the 
minimum of the two numbers, the ragsk and the TZZ#V of the graph, the 
result is a fundamental one in the theory of equations and matrix 
theory. _ 
It is well known that a matroid is a generalization of both a linear 
graph and a matris. We show in this paper that the principal partition 
of a graph can be extended to matroids. Thus this result includes those 
of Kishi and Kajitani and of Tri as particular cases. Iri’s main theorem 
relating the maximum rank and the minimum term rank of a matrix 
can be proved simply by using our results on the principal partition of 
a matroid. Specifically, Iri’s minimum term rank corresponds to our 
minimum hybrid rank of a matroid. Consequently, the efficient algorithms 
given in this paper can also be used to calculate the minimum term 
rank. 
Our analysis is carried out in terms of a new concept called the k- 
jvinci~al mimers of a matroid, whore k. = I, 2,. . . . The results for the 
principal partition are obtained for k I- 2. Moreover, it is shown that 
further unique decompositions of a matroid (and of a graph, a matrix, and 
a vector space) are obtained for K > 2. Thus a new important set of 
invariants of a matroid, a graph, and a matrix become available. 
We also define matroid termi; analogous to Kishi and Kajitani’s 
maximally distant forest pairs and generalize them. Specifically, we 
introduce the concepts of Y-manimdl_~ distant bnses ancl r-minors, where 
Y = 1,2,3,... I 
forest pairs, and 
obtained for Y > 
To make the 
of the results of 
The case Y = 2 corresponds to the maximally distant 
the generalization of the Kishi and Kajitani result is 
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i&er fairly self-contained, we give in Section 2 sornc 
matroid theory which we make use trf in this paper. 
Section 3 contains the definitions of the principal minors of a matroid 
and some theorems concerning their properties. In Section 4 we trtM_ 
the i-principal minors. 
Our main results are contained in Section 5, ~rhere M’(L r&te the 
concepts of r-minors and r-maximally distant bases and then rekkte il)c)t)l 
concepts to the r-principal minors. We show that the Y-minors WV, jn 
f;l&, the r-principal minors. In Section 5 we alto extend the princjpa] 
l~artition of a graph to matroids. Finally, we give ef ficicn t algorithnjs 
for the generation of the r-maximally distant bases and all the principal 
minors. 
In the last three sections we consider applications r,f the new matmid 
r0ncepts. These applications include the Shannon switching g:;~rne, 
f:dmonds’ cospanning-sets theorem, and the notion of the h+-id rank 
of a matroid and the hybrid dimension of a vector space. 
In this section we sketch the results of matroid therq whic*h w-t 
pertinent to this paper. The theorems are taken from the work of \\‘hitne!* 
j 71 and Tutte [tj] and are modified slightly for our purposes. 
Let % be a class of nonnull subsets of a finite set E. The rwmbcrs of 
‘6 are called circuilrs and they define a wzalroid J? TX:: (%, E) on the wt 
E if the following conditions ;ire satisfied: 
Cl. So member of % contains any member of K’ as ;L proper 4wt. 
(2. If Cl, C2 E K, e E (C, n C*& and e’ E (C, .- Cl), then tlwrtb txi5t.c; 
;f ikxit c’, E ‘39 satisfving e’ E= C3 S ((C, U C,) -- {c)). Y . 
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2J (Whitney). If bl and b2 are bases 01 a matroid .,# =2: ($I?, E), 
UkN at(bl) -= @b& 
The rank of a matmid a+# is a nonnegative iuteger qual to the number 
of elements in a base of A. We denote this number by r(J). The nzclZitJj 
> 
&-#) of A is defined as p(A) = cx(E) - +A). 
Let b be a base of A, e E: E and e $ b. The set (e} U b is a dependent 
set and it contains a unique circuit C E V (the uniqueness of C is easily 
shown). Clearly, {e} = G - b. We say that G is the circuit formed by 
e in b. This circuit is sometimes denoted by J(b, e) ; J(b, e) = G. 
L*% s s E aA dx4%3%  x s = jC)c: s% aM3 c s S}, The 3&?ss 
g x s &vk3&y s&k&es cx3~~itc~Bs Cl a& C2 ix& cCxsHpx2t~y &f&s 
a rn~ltrok.~ on the set S. W denote the matzwid (S’ x S, S) ky 4 x S. 
The matroid A x S is called the co&action of A to S. 
Let S s E and 2Z$ be the class of nonnull intersections of the members 
of ‘& with S. L& V l S be the class of minimal members of gs. Tuttc 
has shown that the set %‘. S’satisfies conditions Cl and 62, and constquentlv 
(U l S, Sj defines a matroid on the set S. We denote this matroid 1,; L 
.AY l S. A l S is called the red&it>n of .A to S. 
A rilatrajd of the form (A l S> x T, where T c S s E, is called a 
knor of A. Tutte ic;] has proved the following identities which are 
useful in dealing with matroids and their minors. Let T c S c E. - 
2.2. (A x S) x T = A x T. 
2.4, (A= 5) x T = (4 x (E -- (S - T))) l T. 
2.5. (A x S) - T = (es-# 9 (E - (S - T))) x T. 
Two sets A and B are said to be orthogonal if a(A fl B) =;“- I. Let 6 
denote the class of nonnull members of 2” which are orthogonal to ever\ C. 
member of K Let V denote the class of minimal members of 0. 
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2.1. that (QF, E) defines a matrojd and WC! denote this 
.A$++* js c&d the dstdd matrrrib af A#!. 
The fast result is, of course, a simple cr~nsequence, of 3.4 ancl ~JNJ 
ctefinition of the rank of a matroid, 
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and 
The principal minors of a matroid are defined as follows. 
P ) 2 Y is minimal with property (1’1). 
4 if it satisfies 
with property (1’1)‘. 
(AP2)’ T” is maximal with property (API)‘. 
I+w$ It follobvs from 2.10 and the definition of nullity that we 
can write ~(Ury x S) = 14( (.J x .S)+). Con9xluently, g&S) = a(S) -.-- 
k- p((A x S)*). ii’ sing 2.13, we obtain gk(S) = a(S) - km p&X* l Sj z= 
b&*(S), where hk* is defined with respect to .M? Accordingly, Z&* is 
a k-PM2 of A*. 
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Prooj. Same as for 3.1 . J2.E.T). 
As a consequence of 3. I and 3.2, we neecl study only the principal 
nlinors of tht? first kind. 
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3.5. Let Ccry be a matvoid on a fknite set E ; the@ C!& a k-PM1 of d; 
exists atid is unique for k = 1, 2,. . . . 
Proof. Let k be a positive integer. ;it least one k-PM1 exists since 
&. is attained by some set S G E. 
suppose g,(r) = J x S. and $,@I = &’ ): S 
& then by 3.4 and the fict that g&5,) = g,&) 
Since g,(S1 U S,) and gli(S1 II S,) cannot exceed &., 
equality (1) that 
Since Sr 13 & c Si and by the minimality of Sip we 
S, n S, for i- = 1, 2. Therefore Sr == S,. 
are two k-PM1 for 
= & we get 
(1) 
it follows from in- 
conclude that .Sj == 
Q.E.D. 
3.6. Let 4 be a matmid on a finite set E ; then gkS, a k-APRf1 of .A, 
exists and is miqzce for k = 1, 2,. . . . 
Proof. Let k be a positive integer. At least one k-APMl exists since 
is attained by some set S G EL 
Suppose (9&4)(1) = J x Sr and (?&+)(2) := ,d x Sz are two k-APMI 
L From the proof of 3.5 we halve that 
gk(SI u s,) >, 2g, - gk(sl n s,). 
3mce g&S1 U &) and g,(Sr fI S,) cannot exceed &, it follows from in- 
equality (1) that 
&(Sr u S,) = RI,. 
Since Si G S1 U .Sz and bv the maximality of S,, we conclude that Si ,I- 
Sr U Sz for i = 1,2. Therefore Sr TZ-- Sz. QED. ’ 
In view of 3.1 and 3.2 we can state the following. 
3.7. Let A be a matroid 0~1 a f&rite set E ; then Sk, a k-PM2 of A, 
exists and is uniqtie fm k = 1,2,. . . . 
3.8. Let M be a matroid on u finite set E ; t/zest X,& a k-APM2 ~,f 
4, exists afzd is uniqf4e fw k = 1,.2,. . . . 
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The four preceeding theorems establish the existence and the uniqueness 
of the various principal minors of a matroid. The next two theorems 
&;il with a nesting property of the principal minors. 
For convenience we introduce the following notation. Supple that 
d = (WA, A) and 9 = (WB, B) are matroids. we write JZ? 2 a if and 
only if A G R. 
PYOO/. It follows from the definitions and the uniqueness of tgk and 
CGR’ that YI1, G 9&‘. 
It remains to show that 59i +_ 1 s Ci$. T,et %‘,& = ti# x 7’ ;tnd <gr; ---= 
.,N x S. By the definitions of g7k and gc_i-l it follows that 
gic(1’) ==&,l(T) + r(J x q (1) 
ZrIld 
gk(s n T) = gk+ f (s n 7-j + ~(4 x (s n 7-1)~ (2) 
According to 3.4 we can also write that 
Using Eqs. (1) and (2) in the inequality (3) and the fact that g,,. , li T) -= 
&+ gk(S) = & and & > g,(S U T), we obtain 
(‘iearly, it follows from the inequality (4) that 
i’orming gk-.i( T) - g,+.# n I‘) ;tnd using Eqs. (5) and (li), \W get that 
In view of 3.1 and 3.2 we can state: 
In the following two theorems we exhibit the i-PM1 ;tnd the t-Pltfd 
a constructive nlanncr using the vonrvpt of 
Algorithms are presented which can be used 
pr~~l~~i~a~ minor of 8 ntatn~id. We begin with 
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Let b- (bl,...,b,)Ei%~C. .A? x S is called an r-minw of 4 with 
respect to b if S satisfies 
(Ml) (E -(&+ 5 
(M2) bl’ = blllS,. . . , b,‘= b,flS are element-disjoint bases of & x S, 
(313) S is minimal with properties Ml and M2. 
-rY x S+ is called an r-aqpented minor of JV with respect to h E a,/ 
if S” satisfies 
(.4M 1) (E-(Qb.)))cSi. 
(AM2) b,’ = bl II S+, . . . , 8, =I= bl fl .S+ 
are element-disjoint bases of J x 9, 
” (AM3) SF is maximal with properties (AMl) and (A&E). 
There are two notational conventions that we use: 
(i) If S c: E and e, e’ E E, then we use the notation (e’/e)S to mean 
(e’!e)S = (S - (e}) U {e’}. 
(ii) In order co avoid the use of a disproportionate amount of sub- 
scripts (or superscripts) we adopt the following notation (which is quite 
conventional in computer programming). Let /(S, ‘I’, LJ, . . . ) be sow 
set-theoretic expression. Then, by 
K + f(S, ‘I’, CT,. - . ) 
we mean that we calculate th=e set determined by the expression on the 
right-hand side of the arrow and then use K to denote the calculated 
set. This operation allows us to have the set K on both sides of the arrow. 
For example, let S, 7, and K be three finite sets, and write 
K *- (S u i ‘) n K. 
First we calculate the expression on the right-hand side of the arrow, that 
is, we determine the set (S U 7’) fl K. Then this set is subsequently denoted 
by the letter K. We can view this operation as one in which the elements 
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it1 the see K are ‘~chan~ed” or ~‘u~dated.~’ It is, of course* not necessary 
for the s~111b01 OII the left-hand side of the arrow to appear c.)n tire right- 
kland side also. 
The next result is a ~r~~~minary one. 
r;)rrrof, Assume that (~1~‘)~ is rtot a base for some t?’ E [(h, e). Clearly, 
2 f I# t: and (~1~‘)~ contains a circuiE C satisfying e E C gg ~~~~~)~~ Further- 
inore, there exists a circuit C’ satjs~y~n~ 
e’ E c’ G [(C U Jfb, e)) - (@I c tf~ 
The ~~~~~~e~t concfusians are the rnairr resufts of this sectitrn. They 
rtkte the concepts of r-maximally distant bases, r-minors, r-augmented 
Iktors, and the ~~rin~i~a~ minors of a matroid. 
I< 2”, (e/e E 5’ arid e is a member of at feast two wordinates of b). 
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For the case r = 1, AI = A, for n = 2,3,, . ., and At f) B L + since 
Let r > 1 and assume that there exists a least positive integer ;P > 1 
such that A, fI I3 # 4. We shall show that this ~um~tiun leads to 
a contradiction. Pick some 
By the construction of the sequence &, there exists a sequence 
Of 
of 
e = e(), e1,. l .) e, = e” 
distz& elements of E and a sequence 
(ii) there is a unique circuit C, satisfying 
for k = 1 , . . . , p (the p operations called for in (3) are done in order, 
that is, first execute (3) with k = Ii p then with k = 2, etc.). 
We cfaim that the r-tuple (6,, . . ., Ii,), after performing the operations 
defined hv (3), satisfies _ 
(B) c((b,, . . . , 8,)) -T c, - I. 
To show [A) we use mathematical induction. Let k = I in (3). Ttw 
(3) reads 
(f II,* l ‘I b,,) E Q’ after the first step. Moreover, (ii), (a) and (I_)), are 
:;atisfied by (1) and (2) for j = 1,. . . , p --. 1 by (ii), (cj” 
At the qth iteration of (3), where I :< q kc 1), assume that (b,, . . . , h,) E 
I +d 
A 
T and (ii), (a) and (b), are satisfied by (1) and (2) for j -, l,, , . , p --- q. 
Set k = (I -+- 1 in (3). Thus (3) reads 
it follows that properties (ii), (a) and (b), are satisfied by (1~ and (L’j for 
I’ --- 1,. . .,p - (q -+- 1). 13 y induction, (A) is proved. 
To show (B), note that e, is the only element in Eq. (1) which is not 
rxylaced into some coordinate of (b,, . . . , b,). However, e, E I{ and tllcre- 
fore is a member of some coordinate of the final h. Mc)recxcr, LJ ti 0 is 
HOW a member of lri, and therefore (K) is proved. 
,4,f7B -4. ( ) 5 
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IVe have shown the existence of an r-minor A x A, of .A with respect 
an arbitrary r-maximally distant b E 99/. 
To show the sufficiency part of the thearem, let b = (bl,. . ,, b,) E ~3~’ 
and suppose that there exists an r-minor .A x S of A with respect to 
b. Set 
B=k -(~~~))~ {el,. l w,e,). 
Choose any b’ == (b3’, . . . , 6,‘) E Bdr. Then 
~~-(~b,‘))~~(S-(~(b,‘nS)))=r(S) -~(~(~~~S))~ (6) 
Bv hvpothesis,, bi B) S is a base of A x S for i = 1,. . . , r, and these bases 
arc element-disjoint. Thus 
~(~(~~~S))~~(~ (~~n~s~)* (7) 
Combining (6;) and (7), we get 
r(E -(& ~~)j~~(~~) - +J ~~~~S))= 
Since (hi fI S) C S for i = 1, . . . , 1y, we get 
~~-(~_6,‘))~~~--(~(h,nS)))* 
Since each of the elements in (E - S) is a member of at least one bi for 
i = 1,. . _, r, we get 
Step 2, Pick some e E D. Since e is not a member of any c-trorcfinat~ d 
of b, c? forms a unique circuit in each of the bases bj for i == I,. . . , r. Let 
A I denote the union of all these circuits. Each member of 4, is not a 
wmber of certain of the coordinates of h (possibly none of the coordinates) 
:rnct thus forms a uniclue circuit in each of thwe coordinates. Let .4 2 
&~trtte the union of 4411 such circuits formed bv each of the mcmtwrs of 
A t in the ~.~(~rdinates of 1,. In a similar manner, -4 7T .l. I is (~~~t~in~~~~ from 
A,, for $8. z= 2, 3,. . I . 
II +- n - (e) 
xxi return ts step 1, 
of bases from b such that G~._.~ forms a unique circuit in bgj, and this 
circuit contains t?j for i = 1,. . . , p. Set 
in sequence starting with k = 1 through iz = p to obtain the updated 
version of b = (b,, . . ., b,). Set 
and 
23 = {e]e E E and e is a member of at least two of the coordinates of h). 
Go to step 1. 
The justification of Algorithm 1 is substantially given in the first 
part of the proof of 5.2. 
In the next theorem we show that, if ,+Y x S is any r-minor of ,R 
with respect to an r-maximally distant h, then J x S is the r-PM1 of 4. 
y‘roo/. We must show that: (i) g&S) = &, and (ii) S is minimal 
with property (i,. 
To prove (i), suppose that r’ c E. Then 
and 
where 
Using the inequalities (1) and (2) in the expression for gF( T)! we get 
&( ‘I‘) < a(D n T) = a(D’). 
By hypothesis, bl fl S,. . ., br fl S are clement-disjoint bases of A x .$. 
IllUS 
Consequently, g&S) -= a(D). Therefore 
Since T was arbitrary, g,(S) = &. 
We prove (ii) by showing that, if T C S, then g,( ‘I’) < g,(S). :Issumt 
Tc s. 
Cast? 1. The a(& f’I T!‘s are not all equal. Let 5 =: mas(z& fI 7’)). 
.3’her1 I(%.# ‘1( T) 2 5. Using this and (1) in the expression f{jr g, ( 7‘)) w 
Lye 
R7( T) < a(D) - i (5 - a(b#. n‘I’)) -=E a(W). 
t--I 
J’kefore gr( T) c g&S). 
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It follows, from Eq. (4) and the hypothesis, that (b, II T), . , . , (b, (I I’) 
are element-disjoint bases of ,H x T. Also, (5) and (3) imply that D G T. 
Therefore the set T satisfies conditions (Ml) and (M2) for an r-minor of 
,-rY with respect to b. This, however, is a contradiction since by hypothesis 
_,# x s is ~q r-m_in~r of +& with respect to hi Thmvfmp P-I 77 < g#). _ s-____.-_w dT\m , 
Consequently S is minimal with the propertyg,(S) = & and we conclude 
&I.-r f& - u .I c 
LJJdL Yt = r9E A .Y. Q.E.D . 
The uniqueness of the r-principal minors of JV guarantees that there 
is one and oniy one r-minor with respect to U,N~J r-maximaiiy distant 
I, E 2#&‘. The following is an immediate corollary to 5.3. 
, An alternative characterization of 5&. is given in the following theorem. 
L 
Let S he the union 
distant r-tu#es b. 
?Ve omit the proof of 5.5 because the reader should have no difficulty 
suppIying it . At this point we state the algorithm for constructing $, 
the Y-PM1 of “4. ; 
_~AGORITHM 2. &teYminatkon of gr, the r-I%1 Of&f. b!t 4 == ((is-, E! 
and b = (6,, . . . , a,) & 99 
Jr 
p be r-maximally distant. Set 
vt_. ___~~._ ‘1. _.~ c n c ____ ._-~= 1 ne members or u rorm unique circuits in each of the coordinates of iii. 
Let 4 1 denote the union of all such circuits formed by the members (.J 
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[I in each of the coordinates of h. Each member of A, is tl(.,t ~1 member 
of certain of the coordinates of 1) and accordingly forms a uniqlle circuit 
in each of these coordinates. Let A2 denote the union of all suf.*h circuiti; 
;t.,rmed by each of the members of &4 1 in the coordinates of h. in a similar 
manner, A oa+l is obtained from A, for $2 == 2, 3,. . . . 
There exists a least positive integer s such that . 
:,ct s = A,. Then 9 t r =: . .M ;a: .s. CJJi1.k 
Theorem 5.2 is also true for r-augmented minors: that is 
5.3. Let ./4v = (K, 
in the proof of ~2, our objective is to wnstruct an r-augmented minor 
vGth respect to h. Set 
H = {cje E E and c is a member of at feast two coorcIin;Ltc~ of II}. 
Ilsing Algorithm 2, we construct 29 =f: A x S, the r-minor with rqect 
to I). Set 
\b‘e claim that the following ,zlprithm gives ;rn r-augmented niinor of 
. Jf 1vith respect to 11. 
Stej 2. Pick some 6 E F. The element c forms a unique circuit in 
;rli but one of the coordinates of 1~. Let A 1 be the union of till oh cirr*uits 
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fomed by e in the coordinates of b. Each member of Al is not a member 
of certain coordinates of b and accordingly forms a unique circuit in each 
of these coordinates. Let AZ denote the union of aU such circuits formed 
by each of the members of Al in the coordinates of b. In a similar manner, 
A n+l is obtained from A, for n = 2,3,. . . . There are two possibilities: 
(i) There exists a least positive integer p such that A P i’l B # tj. Set 
b-F-(c) 
and return to 
(ii j There 
step 1. 
exists a least positive integer s such that A, == A,, 1 and 
A, n B = +. In this case cw set 
S’ +- s u A,, 
F *-- F - (ej, 
and return to step 1. 
To show that A x St is WI r-augmented minor of JV with respect 
to h it suffices to show that .V is maximal with properties (AMl) and 
(AM2j. Assume that there is a set T which also satisfies (AM1.) and (MU) 
with respect to h and 9 C T. Then there is an element e in the 
F=fI(T-- s’-j. Clearly, the preceding algorithm when applied to e must 
terminate in step 2, case (ii), and accordingly 6 E S ?. Hut this is a t:~n- 
tradiction and therefore S’ is maximal. 
The sufficiency is proved in the same manner as the sufficiency part 
of 6.2. QJLD. 
The next theorem is the counterpart of 5.3 for the augmented principal 
minors. 
Yrm/. We must show that: (i) g&S +) = &, and (ii) that 9 is maximal 
with property (i). 
The I”c.)“f 0f (i) is the same as the proof of (i) in 5.3. , 
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We must show that Se is maximal with property (i). Since .,,/% x .‘; 6’ 
is an r-augmented tnitm- of d with respect to h, it foflatvs that, if s - c ‘I*, 
then 2’ does not satisfy property (AiM2). 
G.&t? 1. (mbgu3 =tp for i= i,...,~, 
. 
hnr (7) zz_: a( q - 4 ‘Y(*AY >( 7j 
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Step 2. Pick some e E F. The element e forms a unique circuit in 
all but one of the coordinates of b. Let Al be the union of all such circuits 
formed by e in the coordinates of b. Each member of Al is not a member 
of certain coordinates of b and accordingly forms a unique circuit in each 
of these coordinates. Let Aa denote the union of clll such circuits formed 
by each of the members of Al in the coordinates of b. In a similar manner, 
44 n+l is obtained from A, for n .= 2,3,. , . . 
There are two cases: 
Case 1. There is a least positive integer p such that A, 0 B + +. 
Set 
F- 1; - (e) 
and return to step 1. 
Case 2. There is a least positive integer s such that AH =r, A,it and 
AJIB =tl 4. Set 
..” 4-- Y- u A,, 
F+-- F - {e), 
and return to titep 1. Q.E.D. 
In this section we present an extension to matroi& of a graph-t tteor&- 
result of Kishi and Kajitani [3j wherein they 
the principal partition of a graph. 
6.1. Let -M = (SF, E) and sa#ose b =I;= (b, , 
introduced the notion of 
Prooi. Let c* be defijaed with respect to A*. Using 2.10, it is IWI 
difficult to show that, for every h -= (bl, hz) E :Q2, 
or, equivalent 1 y, 
c*((6,, 6,)) = c(b) $- ;.2r(4 - @)‘I. 
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Therefore c $*, the minimum of c*(( &, &)) is attained far precisely those 
b E l $4? A2 which satisfy c(b) = e2. QED. 
6.2. Let cd = (%‘, E) and Y2 = A x S and 3, := A l T bt? the 
3-principal minws of the first and second hind, respectively. Then S n T = 4. 
Proof. The theorem is trivially true if either S or 1’ is t Ile null set, 
‘fherefore we take S # 4 and T # 4. Let h = (b,, 6,) E .%x2 be Z- 
maximally distant. It follows from 6.1, 5.3, and 3.1 that 
iE - (b,Ub,)] s s, (1) 
(b, f&) c T, (2) 
(E -- (b, u b,)) n T = 49 (3) 
Assume e E S fl 1’. Using (1) through (4) we conclude that 
e E j(t)2 - b,) u (6, -- b,) j. 
Since S # 4, it follows tIlai( (E - (b, U b,)) + 4. By Algorithm 2, thcrc* 
i:; 23 sequence co, q, . . ., $1 such that e. E ;_E - (i’ll U h,) ‘, 4, = E, and 
c’ ,-.1 forms a unique circuit in h, or It, and this circuit contains 4; for 
i .-. 1,. . ., p. By 2.11, consideration of the construction of X2* in ,.f/*, 
u&g Algorithm 2 and the fact that e! E I’, we r:onclude that t?p_l t=- 7’. 
Moreover, if we apply 2.11 repeatedly, we conclude that 
e,:, E 7’. (5) 
~~~~wever, (5) contradicts (3). The theorem follows. Q.E.1). 
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Assume J(b,, e) f’l T # 4, that is, there exists an e’ E J(b,, e) n T. By 
the construction of T in .M* using (&, fi2) and by 2.11, it follows that 
3~ T, contrary to the choice of E. Accordingly, J(b,, e) c ?” and it 
follows that bl’ is a base of d x T. Similarlv. be’ is a base of -4 x T. 
From these considerations it follows thatd& ?) = g,(S) ;=: &, 
1t remains to show that T is maximal with the property gs(T) = &, 
Accaimda t!lat there &Y& pa set aq CQ+icfrrinff TP n ~&I 4-v iD\ - . I)LNu.a*w J4*clJA_y11AFj A L a\ CulU 62\1”-] = g,, 
using the characterization of X2* given in 5.5, we can assume, without 
loss of generality, that 
(6, n b,) n R + +. 
Hut then 
and accordingly 
a”z (23) c= x(E - (b, u 45,)) :-= &. 
The theorem follows. QED. 
We are now in a position to define the principal partition of a mata-aid. 
Let 8;? = A x S and Zz -= ,H= 1‘ be the MW1 and the %F%I’L, 
respectively, of &#. Let [*I = (E - (S U T)) and 
(The alternative expressions for gg can be shown to be qua1 to by wing 
2.4 or 2.5). By 6.3, we can write that 
&jwever, (c@~+)* x A is, by definition, the first coordinate of thrh prindpl 
partition of A*. Q.E.D. 
Prooj. The theorem is trivial if ~1 = 4. Therefore we take ._4 # 4. 
Let h = (b,, . . . , bk) E 39,/ be k-masirnally distant. Jxt 
for i :-g- I,. . n ) R Clearly, the ~1,‘s partitioti ;‘I. 
We sh(,w that the A I’m are independent sets of LXX. by (~(Jtltradic~tiol~. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that ; I1 is not an independent set 
in &. Therefore there is a circuit C c S which satisfies 
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Set 
Each of the members of R forms a unique circuit in br fI S since b, fI S k: 
a base of 4 x S. Enumerate the elements of E such that 
and let Cj be the unique circuit formed by ei in br fl S for i ‘z= 1,. . . , fi. 
We define the circuit PI recursively as 
and Ok) is a circuit which satisfies 
e E C(‘;) c ((C, u CF”1)) - (eck}), 
where e is a specific element in C n A. It is not difficult to verify that 
the preceding scheme determines a sequence (not necessarily unique) of 
circuits C@) for i =r= 1,. . . , p and that 
This is a contradiction, however, since bl I7 SF is an independent set in 
“3 - k * Therefore the &‘s are indeixzndent sets in .&. 
It remains to show that the iI i’s are maximal independent sets i 11 
&.. _ We apply 2.15 to U4 x S+ eild find that 
Therefore 
for i-- 1,. . .,k. 
Accordingly, ./Ii is a base of Px. for i I=- 1,. . . , k. Q.E.1~. 
~:orl text. Following Lehman, we will define the two-person switclling 
game on a matroid. To do this, ho~evcr, we need some definitions-, 
Let 4 == (E, E) and T, S c 13. We say that S s~alzs 7’ with respect 
hi A if 
I* c .q!!)*,,, 
.qS)e, = {e$ E S or there exists a circuit C of V such that (P} :-= C fl S}. 
‘1’YlC set 5q.S)~ is called the s@n of S with respect to .A. rl’f~c sets S and 
I’ me called cos/wmi~~ g sets with respect to A if 
Let e be a distinguished clement in E. The ktching game on ..A? 
with respect to e is played by tkvo players, “short” and “cut.” The 
players alternately tag the members of (E -. (e)), and it is the objective of 
the Ax-t player to tag a set of edges in (E - I {e}) which spans {c) with 
rqxct to .A The cut player attempts to tag a subset of (E -- (E}) which 
rnrtkos the objective of the short player unattainable. ‘Yhe elements in 
(1: _“- {C}) (*an be tagged at most once. The players have complcttf in- 
L )rlnation. 
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(i) J contains two disjoint cos+anuiug iudepettdefct sets spanning 
but not contaikng e: .F is a short game. 
(ii) .P conk&s two disjoint cospanning indt$endeM sets span&g 
but not containing e: S is a cut game, 
(iii) A and ,.-#a cotiaiot two nisi&t cosfiauu&g iudependent set!; 
each, e being a member of one independent set iu each case: $r is a ueutrtrl 
game. 
We need a preliminary result concerning the span operator. 
7.2. Let .l = (U, E) and N E E. If Al, AS c N and Y(Al),A ~ =:. XL 
Proof. Clearly, 9’(A JJx y c 9( A i), far 2’ = 1, 2. We first show 
1 
9’(A2)dr v G Sp(Az)d, it follows that 9(A I), c Y(Az),.Fd. 
1 
&se 2. Suppose next tha,t Y(A l)*dM y C %Y( Al),X. Pick sOme 8 in Xr 
There exists a C E V satisfying 
(i) e& 
Furthermore, e E (E - N). 
If (C - {e>) c AZ, then c E 9’(Afl)~. Accordingly, suppose 
Enumerate the elements of E such that 
A = {cl,. . . , e,}. 
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There is a circuit cj E %’ satisfying ej E Ci and (Ci - {e), c & for i z 
I I l . . , #I. We define a sequence of circuits C(k) by . 
and 
e E Ok) E ((P-l’ u C,) - {Q})) . (4 
for k = 1, . . . , p. We can easily verify that there is a sequence 
C(O), C”‘, . . . , C(y) 
c,i circuits (not necessarily unique) of A which satisfies (I ) and (2). 
i’letarly, (Cca) - {e}) c AZ. Therefore e E .Y+L)_ry. Since t! is arhitrarJ7 
it follows that 
The argument above can be repeated with ,4 1 and -4 z interchanged. 
Ccln5equently, Z&4 1) = *Y&4 Q 0 ED. 
1.4 .-ti ’ 
In the following tkxbreni we show how the principal partition of a 
rnatroid and the classifications of a t’wo-person switching game are related. 
IG)r convenience ti)e introduce the following notation: If ti IL= 
(.# l S) x T is a finor of ,# = (<W, E), where T c 5’ c E, then we 
$Att: e E .# if and only if e E T. 
(i) (8,n S) and (b2 n S) are disjoint bases of :&, and 
(ii) cl E (S - (b, U b,)). 
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Accordingly, bl (I S and b2 n S are disjoint cospanning independent 
sets with respect to 9$. By 7.2, bl fl S and bS n S are disjoint cospanning 
independent sets with respect to J. Moreover, since bl n S and b2 1? S 
are bases of $, they span e with respect to C!gs and consequently they 
span e with respect to .4. Therefore, by 7.1, (i), s is a short game. 
Next suppose e E X2 = 4 l T. In view of 3.1, the reasoning above 
applied to A* leads to the conclusion that ,F is a cut game. 
Finally, suppose e E gz = S,+Y~ = .#%+ x d,whered = (E - (SU T)) 
and Sg+ and d&+ are the 2-APMl and the 2-APMB, respectively, of Uric. 
Accordingly, e E $$ and e E Xz+. By 6.3 and 5.7 and the definition of 
a 2-augmented minor of Lny, if b = (b], b2) e .Q2 is 2-maximally distant, 
(i) bl n T and b, n T are disjoint bases of gz+, and 
(ii) e is a member of either bl n T or b, fl T. 
By 7.2, bl fl T and b, 0 T are disjoint cospanning independent sets with 
respect to A. 
A similar argument with respect to (X2+)* in ,R* shows that 6r fI 3 
and E2 n .Y? are disjoint cospanning independent sets with respect to ,M* 
and e is a member of either 6r fl s or 6, CI ??. 
Clearly, the conditions of 7.1, (iii), are fulfilled and therefore .F is 
a neutral game. 
The necessity part of the theorem follows since sets S, T, and ~3 are 
unique and partition the set E. Q.E.11. 
8. EDMONDS’ COSPANMING-SETS THEOREM 
Let J = (%‘, E) b e a matroid. We previously introduced the notion 
of two cospanning sets. This notion can be generalized to k cospanning 
sets, where k is any integer greater than 1. If Al,. . .,Ak G E, we say 
that the sets Al, . . . , ‘qk are cospanning sets with respect to urY if 
Y(A’)& = Y(A,)& = ’ 
Edmonds [2! stated and proved the following theorem. 
8.1 (Edmonds’ Cospanning-Sets Theorem). For any matroid ..# = 
(g, E) and any subsets N and K of E, there exists as many as k disjoint 
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In this section we give an alternative form of 8.1 which makes use 
of the principal minors of a matroid. Our 8.3 emphasizes a constructive: 
npprc~ach. It is convenient to prove the following preliminary result. 
d ct (7.Y(Y(A)*n~~ 7.) # -- -Y(A)_ly J. 
)\ a,- ,* s i 
Then there is a circuit C E ST such that e E C and (C - {e)) c -‘ir(A),,_+ .I_. . . 
13~. a cr,nstruction similar to that used in th6 proof of 7.2, we can find 
:I C’ E SF such that c E C’ and (C’ - (e}) c A. Therefore e E F(A) _&S’ 
Ci metpen t I!-, 
Alq since A C .Y(A)c~tik T, it follows that 
The t heor$m follows. 
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i= l,..., k. By 7.2, 
By &pothesis, K s 3’(N,)_& for i = 1,. . . , k. 
Next, suppose there exist k disjoint subsets IV5 of A7 which are co- 
spanning and span K with respect to ..4. WC must show that K s 
*qs+!_ly) where . x S+ is the k-APMI of J x N. 
Let i,$ G Ni be a minimal set satisfying Y(bi)UN = Y(NJUly, for 
i = 1,. . l , k. The 6,‘s are independent sets of A. Set 
B = \j bi. 
i-l 
It is not difficult to see that the b,‘s are disjoint bases of J x 23. By 7.2, 
the bt’s are cospanning sets with respect to 4 x N. 
Let Ury x S+ be the k-APMl of d x IV. Then, by 5.7 and the definition 
of a k-augmented minor, there exist k disjoint bases bl’ of ,4 x S+. By 
7.2, the sets bl’ are cospanning independent sets of Ury x A? 
Set dj = bd U bin for i = 1,. . . , k. The di’s are obviously disjoint. It c 
is not very difficult to show that 
ye y = .“l(d2)dx N = l l l = y(dk)_ly, ,y* XA 
Let di’ G di be a minimal set satisfying 
fori = l,..., k. To form di’ we can add to the set bd’ onlv those members w 
of bi which are not spanned by bi’ with respect to & x N. With thi> 
construction of di’ in mind it should be clear that 
where & is defined with respect to J x N. Accordingly, 
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9. HYBRID RANK 
K and S+ 2 B, it follows that Y(SQ 2 K. Q.E.1). 
AND HYBRID DIMENSIOX 
Let J1y = (rip, E). We define the function rH as v,(S) -I-‘- r(.,# ;< .s) + 
;+X . s), where S c j?. The number r,,(S) is called the hybrid mtk ~j _ * 
,A!? with mpect to s. 
We define 
rH is called the /@vi& 
&-#). Consequently, 
ci = min r&S). 
SCE 
rank of 4. Note that +(E) = Y(.,#) and I&) 7:: 
rH < min(r(J), pi-R)). 
The notion of the hybrid rank of a graph was introduced hv Tsuchiva 
ei crl C5’ 
l t, I* They showed that the hybrid rank of a graph has*‘importa~t 
implications in electrical network theory . In this section we give the 
extension of their results to matroids and vector spaces. 
Using Ey. (1) in the expression for Q(S), we find 
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Similarly, using 2.15 directly in the expression for fH(S), we obtain 
qj = t(A) - rag. Q.E.D. 
We can extend the preceding ideas to finite-dimensional vector spaces 
d alive at the notion sf the hybrid &en&on of a venctor space. Let 
EbeafinitesetE ={+..., e,} and F a fk$d. By a M&F on E over F 
we mean a napping f of E into F. The number f(q) is call&d the V&&M 
of f at es. The sq?$W I\#11 of the vector f is the set of all members of E 
whose values under f are nonzero. If ii/l/ = 4, then t is the zero vector 
and it is denoted by 0. 
We define the SZC~ of two vectors f and g on E over F to be the vector 
f + g defined as 
(f + g)(eJ = f@i) + Rki) 
for i = 1,. ..,n. 
The @g&t of a number A E F and a vector f on E over F is a vector 
;1/ defined as 
for i = 1,. . ., 92. 
Let Y be a collection of vectors on E over F which is closed under 
the oFrations of addition and multiplication by elements of F. Then Y * 
is called a ZV&OP space on E over F. Y is related to matroids through the 
notion of elementary vectors. A vector f E V is called elementary if it is 
nonzero and there is no nonzero vector g E V which satisfies I/g! 1 C i 11: I. 
Let %f’+,. denote the class of supports of elementary vectors of V. It 
is well known that (Q, E) defines a matroid on the set E. We denote 
this matroid by JV, that is, A$,_ = (‘iu,, E). 
If f is any vector of V and S c E, then we say that g is the #wojection 
of f on S if g(s) = f(s) for all s 62 S. 
The class of projections on S of the vectors of VP form a vector space 
on S over I;. We call this vector space the /wojection of V on S and denote 
it by T(S). 
We say that two vectors f and g on E over F are orthogonal if 
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I,& 1, V denote the set of all vectors on E over F which are orthogonal 
to all vectors of V’. 
I.et &m( Y’) be equal to the dimension of the vector space Y. 
The following results, which are proved by ‘Butte [6 j, are preliminar\ _ 
wes. 
0.2 (Tutte). dim(V) = &..Q..). 
9.3 (Tutte). .+.s, = J$ . l S. ,’ . 
9.4 (Tuttc). A’, *,.. = (ad,)“. 
di.wnsion 01 ,f” with respect to .5’ c E as 
dim(Y(S)) + dim( ( _j_ F’)($). 
of %” is defined as 
d,,== min d,,(S) . 
s i^ E 
Clearly, d, < min(dirn(V-*), dim( I 9 ‘)). 
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However, comparison of our last expression for d,,(S) with the expression 
for Y&T) with respect to -4 +,_ gives 
Consequently, 
The theorem follows on using 9.1, 9.2, and 9.4. 
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